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In the present manuscript the basic Einstein–Hilbert cosmological model is extended, by adding
a new functional F (G,TµνT

µν) in the fundamental action, encoding specific geometrical effects due
to a nontrivial coupling with the Gauss-Bonnet invariant (G), and the energy–momentum squared
term (TµνT

µν). After obtaining the corresponding gravitational field equations for the specific
decomposition where F (G,TµνT

µν) = f(G) + g(TµνT
µν), we have explored the physical features

of the cosmological model by considering the linear stability theory, an important analytical tool
in the cosmological theory which can reveal the dynamical characteristics of the phase space. The
analytical exploration of the corresponding phase space structure revealed that the present model
can represent a viable dark energy model, with various stationary points where the effective equation
of state corresponds to a de–Sitter epoch, possible explaining the early and late time acceleration
of the Universe.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the present cosmological context the accelerated expansion [1] represents an enigmatic phenomenon associated
with the evolution of our Universe at the level of background dynamics. This phenomenon has been discovered almost
two decades ago [2, 3], triggering various developments in science and technology. The simplest dark energy model
explaining the accelerated expansion of our Universe is associated to the ΛCDM model [4–7], a specific cosmological
theory which is based on a cosmological constant Λ added to the Einstein’s field equations. The ΛCDM model suffers
from various theoretical limitations [8–10] and cannot explain the dynamical evolution of the dark energy equation of
state, as probed through various astrophysical observations [11–15]. In principle the ΛCDM model [10] can be regarded
as an effective approximate approach which is associated with a constant equation of state, without addressing the
H0 tension [16–18] in a fundamental manner.

In the cosmological theories the modified gravity approaches [19–22] represent a novel paradigm which further
extends the fundamental action, embedding various invariant components, aiming for a more complete and consistent
theory of gravitation. The most natural extension of gravity is represented by the f(R) theory, a specific approach
based on a functional which depends on scalar curvature [23]. Since then, many alternative theories have been
proposed [4, 24–26], aiming for a more consistent theory [27–29] which can explain the accelerated expansion of our
Universe, embedding various dynamical effects associated to the dark sector. In these theories the interplay between
matter and geometry has been questioned in different approaches [30–33].

In the modified gravity theories a particular extension is related to the energy–momentum squared gravity [34–
36], a novel theory which can explain various physical effects at cosmological scales [37–39]. The latter theory is
constructed by considering the interplay between matter and geometry, taking into account an invariant which is
based on a specific self–contraction of the energy–momentum tensor [34]. The energy–momentum squared gravity
has attracted some attention in modern cosmological theories [40–52], representing a viable approach also from the
astrophysical point of view [53, 54]. Specific wormholes solutions have been considered in the energy–momentum
squared gravity [55], analyzing the physical implications. The inclusion of the Gauss–Bonnet topological invariant in
the energy–momentum squared gravity has been considered recently [44, 56–58] for specific relativistic systems.

An important approach in modern cosmological theories is related to the Gauss–Bonnet invariant, a special topo-
logical component in the four–dimensional space–time [59, 60]. The inclusion of the Gauss–Bonnet invariant has
been considered in various modern theories of gravitation [61–67], representing a viable approach for specific physical
systems, possible explaining the dark energy phenomenon [68].

In this paper we shall consider a modified gravity model build in the fundamental framework of the Einstein–
Hilbert action, embedding the geometrical interplay between the Gauss–Bonnet invariant and the energy–momentum–
squared component [44, 56–58]. The fundamental action in our model contains a generic functional which depends
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on the Gauss–Bonnet invariant [64] and the energy–momentum–squared term in a decomposed manner. The physical
characteristics are evaluated by considering the linear stability theory for an exponential decomposition, analyzing
the phase space structure and the possibility of reaching the accelerated expansion. Such an approach further extends
the Einstein–Hilbert action by taking into account the effects due to the geometrical characteristics of space–time,
including also the interplay with the matter sector, embedding the elementary properties of the latter component.

The plan of our paper is the following. In Sec. II we propose the fundamental action for our toy model, obtaining the
corresponding modified Friedmann equations. Then, in Sec. III we discuss the physical properties and the emergence
of the accelerated expansion in the current cosmological model by considering the linear stability theory in the case of
an exponential behavior. Lastly, in Sec. IV we summarize the principal obtained results and give the main concluding
remarks.

II. THE ACTION AND THE FIELD EQUATIONS

In what follows we shall propose a cosmological model described by the following action [44, 56, 57]:

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g̃

[
R

2
+ F (G,T 2)

]
+

∫
d4x
√
−g̃Lm, (1)

where the generic function embedded into the Einstein–Hilbert action can be decomposed in two specific terms,
F (G,T 2) = f(G) + g(T 2). In this case we have assumed a non–linear dependence of the action by the Gauss–
Bonnet invariant (G), and the energy–momentum squared invariant (T 2 = TµνT

µν) [56, 57]. Before proceeding to the
computations of the modified Friedmann relations, we have to specify that the background dynamics can be described
by the Robertson–Walker metric:

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2), (2)

where a(t) is the cosmic scale factor which characterizes the expansion of the Universe at the large scale structure. In
general, the Gauss–Bonnet invariant is defined in the following way,

G = R2 − 4RµνR
µν +RµνξσR

µνξσ. (3)

For the above metric (2) the Gauss–Bonnet invariant reduces to the following expression [64],

G = 24H2(H2 + Ḣ), (4)

where H(t) represents the Hubble parameter defined as: H = ȧ
a , where the dot represents the derivative with respect

to the cosmic time. In this case the scalar curvature acquires the following expression,

R = 6(2H2 + Ḣ). (5)

The second invariant in our action (1) is represented by the energy–momentum–squared term [37], defined as:

T 2 = TµνT
µν , (6)

where Tµν describes the energy–momentum of the matter sector, Tµν = diag[ρ, p, p, p], with ρ the density and p the
pressure of the matter component which behaves closely as a non–relativistic fluid with zero pressure. If we further
assume a barotropic equation of state for the matter sector,

p = wρ, (7)

with w the barotropic constant parameter, then the energy–momentum–squared invariant takes the following expres-
sion:

T 2 = ρ2(1 + 3w2). (8)

The variation of the action (1) with respect to the inverse metric gµν lead to the following modified Friedmann
relations [37, 44]:

3H2 = ρ+

[
Gf ′(G)− f(G)− 24H3 ˙f ′(G)

]
+ 2

∂g(T 2)

∂T 2
(ρ2 + 4ρp+ 3p2)− g(T 2), (9)
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− 3H2 − 2Ḣ = p+

[
f(G)−Gf ′(G) + 16(Ḣ +H2) ˙f ′(G) + 8H2 ¨f ′(G)

]
+ g(T 2), (10)

where we have assumed the following definitions:

′ =
d

dG
, (11)

˙ =
d

dt
, (12)

¨=
d2

dt2
. (13)

We can further define the energy density associated to the geometrical dark energy component [37],

ρde = Gf ′(G)− f(G)− 24H3 ˙f ′(G) + 2
∂g(T 2)

∂T 2
(ρ2 + 4ρp+ 3p2)− g(T 2), (14)

and the corresponding pressure:

pde = f(G)−Gf ′(G) + 16(Ḣ +H2) ˙f ′(G) + 8H2 ¨f ′(G) + g(T 2). (15)

Then, we can define the dark energy equation of state due to the geometrical coupling of the invariant constituents,

wde =
pde
ρde

, (16)

and the total/effective equation of state for the background dynamics:

wtot = −1− 2

3

Ḣ

H2
. (17)

Lastly, we define the matter density parameter in the usual manner,

Ωm =
ρ

3H2
(18)

and the geometrical dark energy density parameter,

Ωde =
ρde
3H2

, (19)

satisfying the constraint equation: Ωm + Ωde = 1.

III. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES FOR AN EXPONENTIAL MODEL

In order to study the dynamical properties for the exponential model where F (G,TµνT
µν) = f0e

αG + g0e
βT 2

, with
α, β, f0, g0 constant parameters, we need to introduce the following auxiliary variables:

s = Ωm =
ρ

3H2
, (20)

x =
G

3H2

df(G)

dG
, (21)

y = 8H ˙f ′(G), (22)
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FIG. 1. The variation of the matter density parameter s for the A cosmological solution in a specific region of interest
(v = 1, β = −1, x = 1).

z = 2
dg(T 2)

d(T 2)
ρ(1 + 4w + 3w2), (23)

u =
f(G)

3H2
, (24)

v =
g(T 2)

3H2
. (25)

In terms of these auxiliary variables, we can write the Friedmann constraint equation (9) in the following way:

s =
1 + u+ v − x+ y

1 + z
, (26)

expressing the matter density parameter in terms of the remaining auxiliary variables.

Next, we introduce the e–fold number N = log(a) and write the corresponding autonomous system of differential
equations:

dx

dN
=

1

4αuz(z + 1)

[
9βu2vw2y+ 12βu2vwy+ 3βu2vy+ 9βuv2w2y+ 12βuv2wy+ 3βuv2y− 18βuvw2x2 + 9βuvw2y2

+ 9βuvw2y − 24βuvwx2 + 12βuvwy2 + 12βuvwy − 6βuvx2 + 3βuvy2 + 3βuvy + 8αuxz2 + 8αuxz

−18βv2w2x2+9βv2w2xy−24βv2wx2+12βv2wxy−6βv2x2+3βv2xy+18βvw2x3−18βvw2x2−27βvw2x2y+9βvw2xy2

+9βvw2xy+24βvwx3−24βvwx2−36βvwx2y+12βvwxy2+12βvwxy+6βvx3−6βvx2−9βvx2y+3βvxy2+3βvxy
]
,

(27)

dy

dN
=

1

4αuz(z + 1)

[
− 12αu2wz − 12αu2z2 − 12αu2z − 18βuvw2x− 9βuvw2xy − 24βuvwx− 12βuvwxy

− 12αuvwz − 6βuvx− 3βuvxy − 12αuvz2 − 12αuvz + 12αuwxz − 12αuwyz − 12αuwz + 12αuxz2 + 12αuxz

− 4αuyz2 − 4αuyz − 4αuz2 − 4αuz − 18βv2w2x− 9βv2w2xy − 24βv2wx− 12βv2wxy − 6βv2x− 3βv2xy

+18βvw2x2+9βvw2x2y−18βvw2x−9βvw2xy2−27βvw2xy+24βvwx2+12βvwx2y−24βvwx−12βvwxy2−36βvwxy

+ 6βvx2 + 3βvx2y − 6βvx− 3βvxy2 − 9βvxy
]
, (28)
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dz

dN
=
[
− 9uw3z2 − 9uw2z3 − 9uw2z2 − 3uwz2 − 3uz3 − 3uz2 − 18vw3z2 − 9vw3z − 18vw2z3 − 39vw2z2

− 21vw2z − 12vwz3 − 30vwz2 − 15vwz − 6vz3 − 9vz2 − 3vz + 9w3xz2 − 9w3yz2 − 9w3z2

+ 9w2xz3 + 9w2xz2 − 9w2yz3 − 9w2yz2 − 9w2z3 − 9w2z2 + 3wxz2 − 3wyz2 − 3wz2 + 3xz3

+ 3xz2 − 3yz3 − 3yz2 − 3z3 − 3z2
]
·[

(3w2 + 1)z2(u− x+ y + 1) + v(w2(6z2 + 6z + 3) + 4w(2z2 + 3z + 1) + 2z2 + 2z + 1)
]−1

, (29)

du

dN
=

1

4αz(z + 1)

[
− 18βuvw2x+ 9βuvw2y − 24βuvwx+ 12βuvwy − 6βuvx+ 3βuvy + 8αuz2 + 8αuz

− 18βv2w2x+ 9βv2w2y − 24βv2wx+ 12βv2wy − 6βv2x+ 3βv2y + 18βvw2x2 − 18βvw2x− 27βvw2xy + 9βvw2y2

+ 9βvw2y + 24βvwx2 − 24βvwx− 36βvwxy + 12βvwy2 + 12βvwy + 6βvx2 − 6βvx− 9βvxy + 3βvy2 + 3βvy
]
,

(30)

dv

dN
=
[
− v(u2(3w2 + 1)z2(3βv(w + 1)(3w + 1)x+ 2α(z + 1)(3w + z + 3)) + u(3βv2(w + 1)(3w + 1)x((w(9w + 8)

+ 3)z2 + 6w(w + 2)z + w(3w + 4) + 2z + 1)− 2vz(3β(w + 1)(3w + 1)(3w2 + 1)xz(x− y − 1)

+α(z+ 1)(−9w3z+ 3w2(z2 + z+ 2) +w(z(16z+ 21) + 8) + z2 + z+ 2))− 2α(3w2 + 1)z2(z+ 1)(3w+ z+ 3)(x− y− 1))

+3βv(w+1)(3w+1)x(v−x+y+1)(v(w2(6z(z+1)+3)+4w(z+1)(2z+1)+2z(z+1)+1)−(3w2 +1)z2(x−y−1)))
]
·[

2αuz(z + 1)((3w2 + 1)z2(u− x+ y + 1) + v(w2(6z(z + 1) + 3) + 4w(z + 1)(2z + 1) + 2z(z + 1) + 1))
]−1

. (31)

In this case, where we have an exponential decomposition, we have obtained four critical points which are associated
to a de–Sitter behavior (wtot = −1). For these solutions the cosmological model acts as a geometrical dark energy
component, driving the accelerated expansion of the Universe as a cosmological constant. In what follows, we shall
describe each cosmological solution in detail, analyzing the dynamical consequences.

The first cosmological solution found for the exponential case is located at the following coordinates:

A :

(
y = 0, z = −w − 1, u = −3βv(3w + 1)x(v − x+ 1)

9βvwx+ 3βvx− 4αw

)
, (32)

describing a de–Sitter epoch where the matter density parameter is equal to:

s = − 4α(v − x+ 1)

4αw − 3βv(3w + 1)x
. (33)

For this solution we note that the x, z and v variables are independent. The y component which is related to the
time variation of the Gauss–Bonnet geometrical invariant is set to zero. We can note that the location in the phase
space structure is influenced by the barotropic equation of state of the matter sector, and α, β parameters which
are describing the strength of the coupling functions. In Fig. 1 we have presented a possible region of interest for
the matter density parameter where s ∈ (0, 1). In the general case where all the parameters are not set, the final
expressions for the specific eigenvalues are too complex to be written in the manuscript. However, by setting some of
the parameters (α = 1, v = 1, x = 1, β = −1), we have obtained some simple expressions of the resulting eigenvalues:
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[
0, 0,−3(w + 1)(w(51w + 22) + 7)

w(w(51w + 86) + 19) + 4
,

1

2

(
w(w + 1)(3w + 1)(397w + 99)(w(w(51w + 86) + 19) + 4)√

w2(w + 1)2(3w + 1)2(13w + 3)(397w + 99)(w(w(51w + 86) + 19) + 4)2
− 3

)
,

1

2

(
− w(w + 1)(3w + 1)(397w + 99)(w(w(51w + 86) + 19) + 4)√

w2(w + 1)2(3w + 1)2(13w + 3)(397w + 99)(w(w(51w + 86) + 19) + 4)2
− 3

)]
. (34)

As can be observed, the solution is non–hyperbolic, due to the existence of two zero eigenvalues. Hence, we can
use the linear stability theory only to study the specific cases where the dynamics corresponds to a saddle behavior.
A specific region where we have obtained a saddle behavior is presented in Fig. 3. The evolution in the phase space
structure towards the A cosmological solution can be seen in Fig. 2. In this case the corresponding eigenvalues have
the following values: [

0., 0.,−1.00194,−1.5 + 3.36584i,−1.5− 3.36584i
]
. (35)

The second cosmological solution is found at the coordinates:

B± :
(
x =

3β ±
√

3
√
β(3w + 1)(3β + 16αw + 9βw) + 9βw

6β + 18βw
, y = 0, z = −w − 1,

v =
±
√

3
√
β(3w + 1)(3β + 16αw + 9βw)− 3β(3w + 1)

6(β + 3βw)

)
, (36)

with the corresponding matter density parameter equal to: s = − u
w . Due to the specific form of the matter density

parameter, we can observe that the case of a pressure–less dark matter fluid cannot be considered, leading to a
divergence. Hence, we can only approximate the case of a pressure–less dark matter fluid, w → 0. The eigenvalues
for the B+ solutions are the following:

[
0, 0,−

3(w + 1)(3w + 1)
(

6βu+ 9β(2u− 1)w2 +
√

3w
√
β(3w + 1)(3β + 16αw + 9βw)− 3βw

)
6βu(w + 1)(3w + 1) (3w2 + 1) + (3w + 5)w2

(√
3
√
β(3w + 1)(3β + 16αw + 9βw)− 3β(3w + 1)

) , E4, E5

]
,

(37)

where E4, E5 have complicated expressions and are not displayed in the manuscript. In Fig. 4 we have displayed a
saddle region for the B+ solution, taking into account also the existence conditions which imply s ∈ (0, 1).

The last de–Sitter cosmological solution found in the present analysis is located in the phase space structure at the
coordinates:

C :
(
x =

4
(
α+ αv + 6αvw2 + αvw + 3αw2

)
4α+ 3βv2 + 27βv2w2 + 18βv2w + 12αw2

, y = 0, z = −w − 1, u =

−
3βv2(3w + 1)2

(
6vw2 + vw + v + 3w2 + 1

)
(3w2 + 1) (4α+ 3βv2 + 27βv2w2 + 18βv2w + 12αw2)

)
, (38)

with the matter density parameter influenced by the dark matter equation of state and specific coupling of the
energy–momentum–squared function,

s =
v(3w + 1)

3w2 + 1
. (39)

The variation of the corresponding matter density parameter for the C cosmological solution is presented in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that in the case of a pressure–less dark matter component the matter density parameter satisfies the
observational constraints, being influenced also by the v variable which encodes geometrical effects due to the specific
form of the energy–momentum–squared function.

For this critical line we have obtained the following eigenvalues (v = 1, β = 1):[
0, 0, 0,

C1 ±
√
2
√
w2(3w+1)4(w2−1)2(3w2+1)(9w2+w+2)(50α2(3w2+1)(9w2+w+2)+12α(3w2+1)(3w+1)2+9(3w+1)4)(4α+3w((4α+9)w+6)+3)2

α(w−1)w(w+1)(3w+1)2(3w2+1)(9w2+w+2)

4(4α+ 3w((4α+ 9)w + 6) + 3)

]
,

(40)
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FIG. 2. The evolution towards the A cosmological solution in the phase space structure (w = 0.0001, α = −2, β = −1).
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FIG. 3. A specific region of interest for the A cosmological solution where the dynamics corresponds to a saddle dynamical
behavior. (v = 1, β = −1, x = 1).

where we have defined:

C1 = 6(−4α− 3w((4α+ 9)w + 6)− 3). (41)

In Fig. 6 we have presented a region where the dynamical corresponds to a saddle behavior, possible explaining
the late time acceleration of the Universe in the background dynamics. Note that the last critical line is also non–
hyperbolic, having three zero eigenvalues. The transition from the critical point C towards the A cosmological solution
in the xOy plane can be observed in Fig. 7 for specific initial conditions near the C solution, validating the obtained
analytical solutions. Lastly, in Fig. 8 we have represented the variation of the total (effective) equation of state for
the present cosmological scenario. We note that the evolution can pass from a matter domination epoch towards a
super–accelerated era, attaining the cosmological constant boundary from below at late times, crossing the phantom
divide line in the early stages.
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FIG. 5. The variation of the matter density parameter s for the C cosmological solution.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a model in the theoretical framework of modified gravity, where the fundamen-
tal Einstein–Hilbert action is extended, by considering a more complete theory. The latter theory denoted as
F (G,TµνT

µν) is based on two specific components. The first component takes into account possible physical ef-
fects due to the consideration of the Gauss–Bonnet invariant (G), encoding geometrical aspects in the generic theory.
The second component in our action is based on the energy–momentum–squared invariant (TµνT

µν), embedding geo-
metrical effects from the specific form of the energy–momentum tensor. In this cosmological model we have assumed
that the generic function which depends on the Gauss–Bonnet invariant and the energy–momentum–squared term can
be decomposed in an independent manner, F (G,TµνT

µν) = f(G) + g(TµνT
µν). After we have proposed the generic

action for our present model, we have obtained the modified Friedmann relations by varying the action with respect
to the inverse metric, assuming that the background can be described by the Robertson–Walker metric. Here we
note that the continuity equation is not satisfied due to the inclusion of the energy–momentum–squared term in the
specific action, a particular aspect for these theories. After obtaining the dynamical equations, we have studied the
physical aspects of our cosmological model by considering the linear stability theory. In this study we have assumed an

exponential representation for the generic function in our action, F (G,TµνT
µν) = f0e

αG + g0e
βT 2

, where α, β, f0, g0
are constant parameters. In this particular case we have introduced the auxiliary variables which are required in order
to apply the linear stability theory. After introducing the auxiliary variables associated to the phase space structure,
we have computed the critical points of the present cosmological model for the exponential case.

In the phase space structure we have identified various critical points which correspond to a de–Sitter epoch where
the model behaves closely as a cosmological constant, particular solutions which can explain the late time stage of the
Universe. As can be seen from the analysis, for these solutions the effective matter density parameter is influenced
by different coupling terms, and the barotropic equation of state for the matter sector. From a dynamical point of
view we have identified possible regions of interest for the coupling constants which correspond to a saddle dynamical
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FIG. 7. The evolution from the critical point C towards the A cosmological solution in the xOy plane where w = 0.0001, α =
−2, β = −1.

behavior in the late time stage of the Universe. These critical points are particular solutions which correspond in
principle to various epochs in the dynamical trajectory of our Universe. In this case the phase space structure has
four critical points, associated to a de–Sitter epoch. For each of the corresponding critical points we have established
the dynamical behavior, obtaining possible regions of interest for different parameters which can describe the present
model.

The analysis of the phase space structure showed that the present cosmological model can describe the late–time
accelerated expansion of the Universe and the dynamical behavior of the effective equation of state. However, due
to the de–Sitter solutions found in the phase space structure, we have to further assume that the matter and the
radiation epochs appear by fine–tuning the initial conditions of the current trajectory. The present paper can be
extended in various cosmological applications. For example, it would be interesting to study the cosmological model
by considering an observational study with the recent cosmological data, obtaining constraints for various parameters
from an astrophysical point of view. Another possible aspect is represented by the inflationary era, a particular stage
in the evolution of the Universe which can be further analyzed. These particular extensions can provide support for
a more complete theory of gravity and are left as future projects.
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